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Phoenix Eagle Corporation (“Phoenix Eagle”), appellant, appeals an order of the

Circuit Court for Baltimore City denying its Motion to Stay and Dismiss the sale of three

properties by Herbert Burgunder, III (“Mr. Burgunder”), appellee and substitute trustee.

Phoenix Eagle presents two questions for our review:

1. Whether the lower court erred in denying stay of sale and dismissal with

respect to appellant’s property where appellant tendered payment of debt with

respect thereto prior to sale?

2. Whether the lower court erred in denying motion to stay sale of three (3)

properties as an entirety where Forbearance Agreement between the parties

required sale of the properties separately?

Mr. Burgunder did not file an appellee’s brief. For the reasons that follow, we shall affirm

the judgment of the circuit court. 

FACTUAL AND PROCEDURAL BACKGROUND

On November 24, 2004, Phoenix Eagle executed three promissory notes to

Washington Mutual that were secured by purchase money deeds of trust for three properties:

5702-5716 Beechdale Avenue, Baltimore, Maryland (“Beechdale property”); 5506 Peerless

Avenue, Baltimore, Maryland (“Peerless property”); and 5511-5519 Robinwood Avenue,

Baltimore, Maryland (“Robinwood property”). Washington Mutual assigned the notes to

Sentinel Management, LLC, which in turn, assigned them to Beechdale Holdings, LLC

(“Beechdale”). 

 Phoenix Eagle defaulted and on July 16, 2010, Mr. Burgunder, who was appointed

as Substitute Trustee, filed an Order to Docket for each of the loans in the circuit court. The

circuit court found that the notice of foreclosure was insufficient. Mr. Burgunder filed a



second set of Orders to Docket on October 5, 2010, and the circuit court denied Phoenix

Eagle’s motion to dismiss the foreclosures. On October 28, 2010, the day before the

scheduled foreclosure sale, Phoenix Eagle filed for bankruptcy. 

During the bankruptcy proceeding, Phoenix Eagle and Beechdale entered into a

Forbearance Agreement on April 28, 2011 “to resolve open issues and to permit [Phoenix

Eagle] to dismiss the Bankruptcy Case.” The Forbearance Agreement states, in pertinent part:

3. Cross-Collateralization. All three Loans are cross-collateralized. In other

words, a default for one of the Loans is a default for all three Loans.

Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in this Forbearance Agreement, upon

payment of all amounts due for any one of the Loans, Lender will release that

property from its Deed of Trust and this Forbearance Agreement so that the

particular property is no longer collateral for the Loans. 

***

6. Cure Period. Upon the occurrence of an Event of Default, Lender shall send

written notice to Borrower of the Event of Default. From the date of the notice,

Borrower shall have 30 days to cure the Event of Default. Notwithstanding the

foregoing, if there is a monetary Event of Default, then on the date that is 15

days from the date that the payment was due, any unpaid amount shall have

added to it a 10% late penalty. No notice is required before imposition of the

late payment penalty.

7. Remedies. Upon the occurrence of an Event of Default, the outstanding

Principal Sum earns interest at a rate of 15 percent per annum until paid in full.

After an Event of Default, all amounts payable by Borrower to Lender under

the Loans shall immediately become due and payable by Borrower to Lender

without notice to Borrower or any other person, and Lender has all of the

rights, powers, and remedies available under all applicable laws. Also upon the

occurrence of an event of Default and the passing of the time to cure the Event

of Default, Borrower may not reinstate the Loans under any circumstances and

the default rate of interest as set forth in this Section 7 shall continue until all

amounts under the Loans are repaid and the auditor’s account is ratified

following a foreclosure. Borrower and all endorsers, guarantors, and other
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parties who may now or in the future be primarily or secondarily liable for the

payment of the indebtedness evidenced by Loans jointly and severally waive

presentment, protest, and demand, notice of protest, notice of demand and of

dishonor and non-payment of the Loans and expressly agree that the Loans or

any payment under the Loans may be extended from time to time without in

any way affecting the liability of Borrower, guarantors, and endorsers. 

Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in this Forbearance

Agreement or in the Loan Documents, upon the occurrence of an Event of

Default, Lender must file an Order to Docket and foreclose on the Loans in

accordance with the Loan Documents. Because the three Loans are cross-

collateralized, any surplus proceeds (after payment of all items listed in the

Loan Documents) from the foreclosure sale for one property will be applied

to pay the unpaid Principal Sum plus interest, penalties, and costs (including

attorneys’ fees) for the other properties. In other words, if there is a surplus

from the foreclosure sale for both Robinwood Avenue and Peerless Avenue,

then the foreclosure surplus would be all unpaid Principal Sum plus interest,

penalties, and costs (including attorneys’ fees) for Beechdale Avenue. If there

is any foreclosure surplus remaining after the sale of all three properties, then

that surplus will be paid to Milton Tillman Jr. [Guarantor] or his assigns as it

would have been paid to Phoenix Eagle Corporation under the Loan

Documents.

On October 12, 2012, Mr. Burgunder filed an Order to Docket for the three properties

because Phoenix Eagle was in default. The properties were listed as “non-residential”

because they “are improved by more than four single-family dwelling units and not occupied

by a person who has an ownership interest in the property or uses the property as a primary

residence.” 

Phoenix Eagle filed a motion to dismiss on November 21, 2012 alleging that they

were not given requisite notice of the sale pursuant to Maryland Code (1974, 2010 Repl.

Vol.), §7-105.1(c)(1) of the Real Property Article (“R.P.”), that the properties were
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residential as defined by R.P. §7-105.1(a)(9)  because they include “seven three-bedroom,1

townhouse units on Peerless Avenue and five two-bedroom townhouse units on Robinwood

Avenue. Phoenix Eagle argued that because the properties were residential, Mr. Burgunder

was required to send notices, which were not sent. On November 28, 2010, Phoenix Eagle

filed for bankruptcy.

Mr. Burgunder filed an opposition to the motion to dismiss explaining that the

properties were not residential because they were improved by more than four dwellings. The

court denied the motion to dismiss on December 4, 2012 “on the grounds that the subject

properties are commercial and are not entitled to the protections or held to the requirements

of residential properties.”

On January 23, 2013, the Bankruptcy Court granted Beechdale’s motion, with Phoenix

Eagle’s consent, for “relief from the automatic stay of 11 USC §362" to allow

“commencement of mortgage foreclosure activities.” The order provided that no sale was

allowed prior to March 1, 2013, at which time, the automatic stay would be terminated with

respect to the three properties. The Order further provided that Phoenix Eagle would have

“until February 28, 2013 to redeem the properties and prevent a foreclosure sale by payment

to Beechdale of all principal, interest and other fees due pursuant to the Forbearance

Agreement, Promissory Notes, and Deeds of Trust for each of the properties.”

R.P. §7-105.1(a)(12): (12) “Residential property” means real property improved by1

four or fewer single family dwelling units that are designed principally and are intended for

human habitation.
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On February 20, 2013, Mr. Burgunder filed a Second Affidavit explaining that he

complied with the notice provisions according to Maryland Rule 14-210(a)-(d) and attached

a copy of the notice placed in the paper, which stated that the properties would be sold on

March 1, 2013 “as an entirety.”

On February 26, 2013, Phoenix Eagle filed a Motion to Stay and Dismiss alleging that

it “indicated to Beechdale its desire to payoff the entire Loan account balance with respect

to the Robinwood Loan and thereby secure a release of the Robinwood Property from the

Deed of Trust[,]” but that Mr. Burgunder would “not accept such tender . . . because of the

‘cross-collateralization’ only tender in the amount necessary to payoff all three (3) loans

would be effective to secure release of any of the Properties.” Phoenix Eagle argued that

“[u]nder Maryland Law, a defaulting borrower may, prior to sale, payoff the account and

obtain a Release of Mortgage or Deed of Trust.” Phoenix Eagle was informed that the

balance of the Robinwood Loan was $24,111.68, and stated it would pay that amount, along

with subsequently accrued interest and costs, with the filing of the motion. Phoenix Eagle

argued that the cross-collateralization paragraph in the Forbearance Agreement “clearly gives

Phoenix Eagle the right to payoff the Robinwood Loan and secure release of the Robinwood

Property, notwithstanding that default continues with respect to the other loans.”

Phoenix Eagle also argued that selling the properties as an entirety was contrary to the

Forbearance Agreement because the remedies paragraph provides that “any surplus proceeds

. . . from the foreclosure sale for one property will be applied to pay the unpaid Principal Sum
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plus interest . . . for the other properties.” According to Phoenix Eagle, selling the properties

as an entirety would be prejudicial because it would limit the pool of potential buyers.

Additionally, each property has a second lien, incurred prior to the Forbearance Agreement,

so the second lien would have priority over the claim of Beechdale to any surplus with

respect to one or more of the properties. “Only by selling the Property separately would an

auditor be in a position to make a determination as to the appropriate payment of claims.”

Phoenix Eagle explained in its motion that it was not filed within 15 days of service, as

required by Maryland Rule 14-211(2)(b), because “Phoenix Eagle has only obtained access

to funds being provided by a third party for the purpose of paying off the Robinwood Loans.

Additionally, Phoenix Eagle [] was not aware of the manner by which the Substitute Trustee

proposed to sell the three (3) Properties as an entirety until the recent publication of the

advertisement.” Phoenix Eagle sought a stay of the sale of the Robinwood Property and

dismissal of the foreclosure with respect to that property and that the sale be stayed and Mr.

Burgunder be required to advertise the properties individually. 

Mr. Burgunder filed an opposition to the motion to stay and dismiss arguing that the

motion was not timely filed because Phoenix Eagle had knowledge of the action prior to

November 21, 2012 and the current motion was filed “at least 98 days after it received notice

of the case.” He also contended that Phoenix Eagle failed to show good cause for the delay,

arguing that Phoenix Eagle’s assertion that “it only recently received the money to pay off
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one of the properties” did not establish good cause. According to Mr. Burgunder, Phoenix

Eagle 

breached the Forbearance Agreement by not paying off two of the loans and

not refinancing the third. The consequence of breaching the Forbearance

Agreement was that the properties would be foreclosed upon. . . . Given the

fact that there is an umbrella agreement (the Forbearance Agreement) that

consolidated the three underlying loans into a single Principal Sum, there is no

logical way to apportion the debt except at a sale of the property in the entirety.

. . . With a single Principal Sum owed, the properties should be sol[d] as an

entirety.

On March 1, 2013, the circuit court denied the motion to stay and dismiss because

“the motion was not timely filed and [did] not show good cause for excusing non-compliance

with Rule 14-211(a)(2)(c) and Phoenix Eagle failed “to state a valid defense to the validity

of the lien or the lien instrument or to the right of [Mr. Burgunder] to foreclose.”

The properties were sold on March 1, 2013 to the highest bidder for $1,200,000.00.2

A notice of appeal of the March 1, 2013 order was filed on April 2, 2013. Phoenix Eagle

filed Exceptions to the Sale on April 8, 2013 arguing: 1. that the Forbearance Agreement

Exceptions to the Sale were also filed by Lakeside National, LLC, a junior lienholder.2

It alleged that the sale of the properties as an entirety had “a chilling effect on the bidding by

Junior Lienholders,” because it would have to pay over $870,000 to protect its lien; that the

trustee “purposefully and with malice” filed the sale in this manner to prevent a junior

lienholder from being able to redeem the property; that neither it nor its counsel was provided

with a Notice of Sale as required by Maryland Rule 14-210(b); and that the Forbearance

Agreement “provided for the Lender to charge a penalty equal to Ten Percent (10%) of the

total loan amounts due if the loans went into default again[,]” which put junior lienholders

“into a worse position than it was when it originally lent [to Phoenix Eagle,]” so that “any

such penalty which the Trustee intends to calculate into the Statement of Indebtedness should

be in a lien position junior to the Exceptant’s lien. . . .”
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contained “no power to sell all three (3) properties as an entirety[;]” 2. “The sale went

forward selling all three (3) Properties as an entirety notwithstanding appropriate tender of

payoff of . . . the Robinwood property prior to sale[;]” and 3. that the “sale of the Properties

in their entirety was prejudicial to . . . Phoenix Eagle in that it served to limit the pool of

potential buyers[.]” Additionally, Phoenix Eagle argued the properties were subject to second

liens and “the sale of the Properties as an entirety . . . resulted in an inability to allocate the

purchase price to the prejudice of the second lien holder.”

Mr. Burgunder filed an opposition to the Exceptions as well as a motion to strike the

notice of appeal. Arguing that the Order from which Phoenix Eagle appealed was docketed

on March 1, 2013, the notice was not timely filed because it was docketed more than 30 days

later on April 2, 2013. Mr. Burgunder also argued that the appeal taken was not a final order.

Phoenix Eagle responded arguing that the notice of appeal was timely filed because

when the last day of a period is a Saturday, Sunday, holiday, or day which the court is closed,

the time period for responding runs until the end of the next day. March 31, 2013 was a

Sunday, and the court was closed on April 1, 2013 due to flooding. Therefore, filing on

April 2, 2013 was timely. Phoenix Eagle also argued that the Order was appealable because

it is considered to be a refusal to grant an injunction. 

Mr. Burgunder replied to Phoenix Eagle’s response asserting that “there was no basis

for [its] claim that its motion to stay . . . was a request for injunctive relief. . . . Phoenix Eagle

did not cite the Maryland Rules for injunctive relief when it filed for the Stay under Maryland
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Rule 14-211.” The sale at that time had not been ratified, so the notice of appeal should be

stricken.

DISCUSSION

Appealability

We begin by noting that Phoenix Eagle’s appeal of the order docketed March 1, 2013,

2013 was timely filed. Maryland Rule 8-202(a) states: “Except as otherwise provided in this

Rule or by law, the notice of appeal shall be filed within 30 days after entry of the judgment

or order from which the appeal is taken.” Maryland Rule 1-203 dictates the rules for

computing time and determining filing deadlines and provides, in pertinent part:

(a) Computation of Time After an Act, Event, or Default. In computing any

period of time prescribed by these rules, by rule or order of court, or by any

applicable statute, the day of the act, event, or default after which the

designated period of time begins to run is not included. If the period of time

allowed is more than seven days, intermediate Saturdays, Sundays, and

holidays are counted; but if the period of time allowed is seven days or less,

intermediate Saturdays, Sundays, and holidays are not counted. The last day

of the period so computed is included unless:

(1) it is a Saturday, Sunday, or holiday, in which event the period runs

until the end of the next day that is not a Saturday, Sunday, or holiday;

or

(2) the act to be done is the filing of a paper in court and the office of

the clerk of that court on the last day of the period is not open, or is

closed for a part of the day, in which event the period runs until the end

of the next day that is not a Saturday, Sunday, holiday, or a day on

which the office is not open during its regular hours.

Here, Phoenix Eagle had 30 days beginning March 2, 2013 to appeal the order of the

circuit court. Because the time for filing was over seven days, intermediate Saturdays,
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Sundays, and holidays are included. The thirtieth day, March 31, 2013, was a Sunday, so the

time for filing moves to the next day the courthouse is open. On Monday, April 1, 2013, the

Baltimore City circuit courthouse, East Building, where the clerk of the court is located, was

closed due a water main break and flooding. Accordingly, the last day for filing was April 2,

2013, the day Phoenix Eagle filed its appeal. 

The order denying the motion to stay and dismiss is appealable. “A stay is itself an

injunction,” Washington Suburban Sanitary Com’n v. C.I. Mitchell & Best Co., 303 Md. 544,

580 (1985), and the refusal to grant an injunction is immediately appealable under Maryland

Code (1974, 2013 Repl. Vol.) §12-303(3)(iii) of the Courts and Judicial Proceedings Article

(“C.J.P.”).

Motion to Stay and Dismiss

Maryland Rule 14-211 provides that “a borrower may file a motion to stay the sale of

the property and dismiss the foreclosure action. In other words, the borrower may petition

the court for injunctive relief, challenging the validity of the lien or . . . the right of the

[lender] to foreclose in the pending action.” Svrcek v. Rosenberg, 203 Md. App. 705, 720

(2012) (internal quotations and citations omitted). Maryland Rule 14–211 provides in

pertinent part:

(a) Motion to stay and dismiss.

(1) Who may file. The borrower, a record owner, a party to the lien instrument,

a person who claims under the borrower a right to or interest in the property

that is subordinate to the lien being foreclosed, or a person who claims an
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equitable interest in the property may file in the action a motion to stay the sale

of the property and dismiss the foreclosure action.

(2) Time for filing

***

(B) Other Property. In an action to foreclose a lien on property, other than

owner-occupied residential property, a motion by a borrower or record owner

to stay the sale and dismiss the action shall be filed within 15 days after service

pursuant to Rule 14-209 of an order to docket or complaint to foreclose. A

motion to stay and dismiss by a person not entitled to service under Rule

14-209 shall be filed within 15 days after the moving party first became aware

of the action.

(C) Non-compliance; Extension of Time. For good cause, the court may extend

the time for filing the motion or excuse non-compliance.

(3) Contents. A motion to stay and dismiss shall:

(A) be under oath or supported by affidavit;

(B) state with particularity the factual and legal basis of each defense that the

moving party has to the validity of the lien or the lien instrument or to the right

of the plaintiff to foreclose in the pending action;

(C) be accompanied by any supporting documents or other material in the

possession or control of the moving party and any request for the discovery of

any specific supporting documents in the possession or control of the plaintiff

or the secured party;

***

(e) Final determination. After the hearing on the merits, if the court finds that

the moving party has established that the lien or the lien instrument is invalid

or that the plaintiff has no right to foreclose in the pending action, it shall grant

the motion and, unless it finds good cause to the contrary, dismiss the

foreclosure action. If the court finds otherwise, it shall deny the motion.

“The grant or denial of injunctive relief in a property foreclosure action lies generally within

the sound discretion of the trial court. Accordingly, we review the [trial] court's denial of a
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foreclosure injunction for an abuse of discretion. We review the trial court's legal conclusions

de novo.” Svrcek, 203 Md. App. at 720 (internal quotations and citations omitted).

In Svrcek, we held that the circuit court did not abuse its discretion in denying a

motion to stay and dismiss foreclosure proceedings when the motion was filed after 15 days

from the time of service. 203 Md. App. at 721. The property owner asserted that he was

unaware he had 15 days to file, which the circuit court found was not good cause to excuse

non-compliance with the time requirement. Id. Additionally, we held that, even if the circuit

court had found good cause for the late filing, “the court would have acted properly in

denying the motion because it failed to state a legitimate defense to the validity of the lien

or the lien instrument and the right of the appellees to foreclose.” Id. at 722 (citing Md. Rule

14-211(b)(1)(c)).

Here, Phoenix Eagle maintains that it has a valid defense to the sale because it could

pay off the Robinwood property and the properties should not have been sold as an entirety.

Even though it filed its motion to stay and to dismiss the proceedings after the 15 day

deadline, Phoenix Eagle argues that there was good cause for not complying with the time

requirement because it did not have the money to pay off the Robinwood property until

February 22, 2013 and did not know about the manner of sale until it saw the Notice of Sale

on February 20, 2013. We address each of these contentions below.

On appeal, Phoenix Eagle argues that the circuit court erred in denying the stay of sale

because it failed “to acknowledge and give effect to Phoenix Eagle’s right to redeem the
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Robinwood property prior to sale.” It also argues that the “requirements of Rule 14-211 were

inapplicable as the grounds for the Motion did not arise until [it] was able to tender the

payment of the Robinwood Loan.” According to Phoenix Eagle, it “had a right to redeem []

the property at anytime prior to sale.” Therefore, “it was error/abuse of discretion for the

[circuit] court to require compliance with a time for filing requirement that expired before

grounds for the motion (i.e. tender payment) existed.” 

Phoenix Eagle contends once it could pay off the entire Loan balance for the

Robinwood property, that “under the terms of the Forbearance Agreement it was entitled to

pay the Robinwood Loan and secure release of the Robinwood property, notwithstanding that

the other Loans remained in default.” In its view, 

[t]he clear and unambiguous language of the Cross-Collateralization provision

of the Forbearance Agreement provided that “upon payment of all amounts

due for any one of the loans, lender will release that property from its Deed of

trust and this Forbearance Agreement so that the particular property is no

longer collateral for the Loans.” 

(Emphasis added in brief). Phoenix Eagle asserts that the court should have entered an order

staying and dismissing the sale for the Robinwood property and staying the sale for the other

two properties. We disagree.

A deed of trust, among other things, is a contract, and its language is to

be construed in accordance with the law of contracts. If the language is clear

and unambiguous, its construction is a matter for judicial interpretation

“according to what reasonable persons in the position of the parties would

have thought it meant.” Leisure Campground v. Leisure Estates, 280 Md. 220,

227 (1977)). Only if there is an ambiguity will the court “attempt to ascertain

the intent of the parties by considering appropriate extrinsic evidence.” Id. See

also Jones v. John S. Stubbs & Assoc., 243 Md. 480 (1966).
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Rigs Nat’l Bank of Washington, D.C. v. Wines, 59 Md. App. 219, 226 (1984) (internal

parallel citations omitted).

When read in context, the language of the Forbearance Agreement is clear and

unambiguous. The cross-collateralization paragraph states: “All three Loans are cross-

collateralized. In other words, a default for one of the Loans is a default for all three Loans,”

and, as Phoenix Eagle points out, the paragraph continues: “upon payment of all amounts due

for any one of the loans, lender will release that property from its Deed of trust and this

Forbearance Agreement so that the particular property is no longer collateral for the Loans.”

None of the properties, including the Robinwood property, had been paid off and released

as collateral when Phoenix Eagle defaulted. Under the terms of the Forbearance Agreement,

“[u]pon the occurrence of an Event of Default,” Phoenix Eagle had “30 days to cure the

Event of Default,” and upon default, Phoenix Eagle could not “reinstate the Loans under any

circumstances.” Phoenix Eagle defaulted on October 12, 2012 and did not cure the default

within 30 days. We are not persuaded that the language of the Forbearance Agreement

“clearly gives Phoenix Eagle the right to payoff the Robinwood Loan and secure release of

the Robinwood Property, notwithstanding that default continues with respect to the other

loans” as Phoenix Eagle contends.  In our view, a post default of one of the properties would3

defeat the Cross-Collateralization of the loans and the provision that “a default in one . . . is

We note that Mr. Burgunder did not contend that the tender was not for the correct3

amount, but that the tender “added an additional term: that the [Robinwood] property would

no longer be burdened by any deficiency.” That would, in his view, violate section 7 of the

Forbearance Agreement that any “deficiency would be shared by all three properties.”
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a default for all three.” Phoenix Eagle’s offer to pay the balance of the Robinwood property

loan as of February 22, 2013 did not cure the default, and the circuit court did not err or

abuse its discretion in finding no good cause to excuse non-compliance with the time

requirement of 14-211(2)(b) or that Phoenix Eagle offered a valid defense to the lien or the

right of the lender to foreclose. 

Phoenix Eagle further contends that it did not know that the properties would be sold

as an entirety “until the property was advertised for sale shortly before the March 1, 2013 sale

date[;]” and therefore, the circuit court’s order denying Phoenix Eagle’s motion on the basis

that it was not timely filed was an abuse of discretion. In short, we are not persuaded that

manner of sale relates to the right of the lender to foreclose or establishes a valid defense to

the lien. Therefore, we perceive neither error nor abuse of discretion in denying the motion.

Moreover, there is nothing in the Order Denying Motion to Stay and Dismiss that suggests

the court was denying the motion on anything but Rule 14-211(2)(c) (failure to show good

cause for noncompliance with 14-211(a),(b)) and 14-211(a)(3)(b) (failure to state a valid

defense to validity of the lien or lien instrument or the right of the plaintiff to foreclose).

Phoenix Eagle’s contention goes to the manner of sale, and is better considered as a

post-sale exception under Maryland Rule 14-305 . See Johnson v. Nadel, 217 Md. App. 455,4

Maryland Rule 14-305(d) states:4

A party, and, in an action to foreclose a lien, the holder of a subordinate

interest in the property subject to the lien, may file exceptions to the sale.

Exceptions shall be in writing, shall set forth the alleged irregularity with
(continued...)
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465 (2014) (“‘A debtor may challenge irregularities in the foreclosure sale’s procedure by

filing post-sale exceptions at the time of the ratification and seek to overturn the sale on those

bases.’” (quoting Greenbriar Condominium, Phase I Council of Unit Owners, Inc. v. Brooks,

387 Md. 683, 746 (2005))). 

Phoenix Eagle also argues that selling the three properties as an entirety was “contrary

to the terms of the Forbearance Agreement. . . . The Forbearance Agreement specifically

recognized the existence of subordinate liens.” And, “[t]he Forbearance Agreement clearly

contemplated the need to calculate any surplus proceeds with respect to the sale of any one

property for the purposes of applying surplus proceeds to the balance due for the other

properties. This surplus, if any, could only be calculated after satisfaction of the subordinate

liens.” According to Phoenix Eagle, “[t]he cross-collateralization of the various Loans could

not serve to alter the priorities in payment between the first lien of Beechdale and the

subordinate liens with respect to any particular property by selling the three (3) properties as

an entirety.” 

Phoenix Eagle did in fact file post-sale exceptions and presented this issue, but the

circuit court has not ruled on the exceptions  presumably as a result of this appeal. We shall5

(...continued)

particularity, and shall be filed within 30 days after the date of a notice issued

pursuant to section (c) of this Rule or the filing of the report of sale if no notice

is issued.

Based on the record and the Maryland Judiciary Case Search, as of December 8,5

2014, the circuit court has not ruled on the exceptions.
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remand the case to the circuit court for further proceedings on the post-sale Exceptions to

Sale.

JUDGMENT OF THE CIRCUIT COURT

FOR BALTIMORE CITY DENYING THE

MOTION TO STAY AND DISMISS

AFFIRMED; COSTS TO BE PAID BY

APPELLANT. CASE REMANDED FOR

F U R T H E R  P R O C E E D I N G S  I N

ACCORDANCE WITH THIS OPINION.
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